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Part I — Attacks on historians

Section I — Attacks on historians as individuals

Political killings
• Historians killed during the Great Purge in the USSR
• Historians killed in the Holocaust
• Historians killed during the Cultural Revolution in China
• Historians killed in Iraq
• Historians killed and detained in Iran
• …

Public attacks by political leaders
• Stalin and Mao and the historians
• Secular historians attacked under the BJP governments in India
• The repression of debunking myths: Panfilov’s 28 and the heroes of Langya Mountain
- Tito and Franco and the historians
- …

**Arbitrary arrest and detention**
- Imprisoned historians with dual nationality in Iran
- Purges and crackdowns of historians after protests
- Show trials against historians
- …

**Restrictions of movement**
- Apartheid and non-White historians in South Africa
- …

**Unfair dismissal**
- Historians under McCarthyism in the USA
- Mass dismissal of historians after “normalization” in Czechoslovakia
- …

**Malicious prosecution**
- Hohenzollern affair in Germany
- SLAPPs against historians in Canada and the United Kingdom
- …

**Online harassment**
- Overview
- Cyber attack of 2007 in Estonia
- Watch lists of historians in the USA and the Netherlands
- …

---

**Section II — Attacks on historians as a community**

**Obstruction of meetings and conferences**
- Conference on the Armenian genocide in Turkey
- Conference on Hindutva in the USA
- …

**Obstruction of journals**
- The *Voprosy istorii* affair in the USSR
- …

**Obstruction of online platforms**
- Overview (Orkhun; Bozqir; Hrono.info; karagodin.org)
- …

**Obstruction of departments**
- …

**Surveillance of groups of historians**
- The censorship of archaeologists
- …

**Obstruction of associations**
- European Court of Human Rights: freedom of expression cases related to history
- European Court of Human Rights historical association cases on Bulgaria and Greece
- Loss of funding status of the Indian Historical Congress
- The liquidation of Memorial in Russia
- …
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**Part II — Attacks on historical work**
Section III — Attacks on historical information

Abusive archival legislation
- Archives, national security, and security agencies in the USSR and Romania
- …

Obstruction of archival access
- Obstruction of archival access
- …

Archival cleansing
- Destruction of archives in Greece
- …

Section IV — Attacks on historical opinions

Abusive defamation laws
- Lèse majesté and history in Thailand
- Defamation cases against historians in France
- High-profile defamation cases involving historians
- …

Abusive blasphemy laws
- Blasphemy and history after the Rushdie affair
- …

Abusive memory laws
- Legislation on critical race theory in the USA
- Legislation on Martyrs and Heroes and historical nihilism in China
- Memory laws in Russia
- …

Mnemonic constitutionalism
- Overview chapter
- In Hungary, Russia, and Belarus
- …

Censorship of historical works
- Burning history textbooks in Brazil, Equatorial Guinea, Greece, Indonesia, Moldova, Poland, South Korea, Taiwan, and Turkmenistan
- Censorship of historical photographs
- Censorship of historical films
- Censorship of truth commission reports
- Censorship of philosophers of history
- …
Section V — Attacks on historical truth

Historical disinformation
• …

Historical denialism
• Denial of atrocity crimes (genocides: Holocaust, Armenian genocide, Rwandan genocide, Srebrenica genocide; crimes against humanity: comfort women; war crimes: Katyn)
• …

Historical hate speech
• General
• Historical hate speech on Twitter
• …

Section VI — Attacks on expressions of memory

Intentional destruction of cultural heritage
• Monuments
• Iconoclasm of memorials and gravesites in Tibet and Xinjiang
• Conflicts about religious monuments in India since Ayodhya
• …

Bans of alternative traditions
• General
• …

Obstruction of public commemorations
• Censorship of the 1989 Tiananmen massacre and its commemorations
• Tamil commemorations of the civil war in Sri Lanka (1983–2009)
• …
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